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pose they are supplied with the requisite 
apparatus by the Board of Trade; and, by 

regular monthly drills, the members have 
become very efficient. 

As will be seen, the method adopted by 
the Brigade for making a communication 
with a stranded ship is the rocket system. 
A tripod is erected on the ground, under 

which is suspended a stout hawser, the 
means depended upon to bring the ship- 
wrecked mento the shore. From under 

this tripod a rocket is fired, which, on its 
course, carries with it a line, by which the 
hawser is drawn to the wreck. Should the 
rocket be skilfully fired, and the line reach 

the ship, the crew draw the hawser on 

    

  
    

  

board and attach it, as sailors know so well 

how, to some suitable portion of the wreck. 

On this hawser, in a manner which will be 
rendered perfectly plain by a glance at the 

picture, is suspended the “‘ breeches buoy,” 
on the proper action of which depends the 
life or death of the shipwrecked sailors. 
This is drawn along the hawser to the shore; 
by means of the “whip,” or side line. 
The shore end of the ;-— 

the approach of a storm or thick, dan- 
gerous weather upon the coast the gear 
and small stores are mustered and’ put in 
order, the cart examined, the lamps trimmed, 
and general preparations made for service. 
A sharp look-out is meanwhile kept sea- 
wards. ; 

A wreck is at last announced, and great 
is the activity amongst the members of the 

  

hawser is of course to 
be attached to a rock 
or some other firm 

object. 
It is obvious that in 

such a proceeding the 
saving of every moment 
is a most important 
element. A twisted or 

“kinked” line, a badly 
adjusted hawser, or dirty 
gear, and human life 
would pay the penalty. 
Accordingly, a system 
of drill has been estab- 
lished, most minute in 
its regulations, but ad- 
mirably adapted to 
secure its object. Upon 

      
_ Life Brigade. At the 

| word of command the 
party run swiftly, but 
with military precision, 
to some convenient 
spot opposite the scene 
of the wreck. All the 
party are numbered, 
and each has his re- 
spective duty assigned 
to him. Thus No. 1, 
to whom the import- 
ant task of firing the 
rocket is entrusted, 
deftly places the rocket 
frame, attaches the line, 
and applies the port-fire 
to the fuse. The others 
meanwhile, each in his 
own sphere, render as- 

 


